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We engage the participants in an ill-defined problem-solving task whose goal requires them to explore the four unknown cubes placed in front of them. The affordances are important in the process of understanding the material and its features to configure it in a way to solve the problem (the goal state).

Goal: “Build a vehicle moving from a red point to a black point”

The ANR CreaMaker and AIDE projects aim to better understand creative problem solving by analyzing the interaction between brain processes and problem-solving activity from a behavioral perspective. The CPS behavior (intentions + CPS regulation) is analyzed based on learning analytics generated automatically and also through human analysis of this activity based on coding schemes.

#CreaCube Big data corpus of creative problem-solving tasks (n>1300 experiments).
Each video is coded based on a behavioral learning analytics coding schema

#CreaComp is a research program in computational learning sciences for the advancement of the study of creative problem solving.

Levels of analysis of creativity (Romero, 2022) based on Lodge et al. (2017)